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THE ROLE OF THE STATE IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Abstract

This paper discusses the recent literature on the role of the state in economic development. It concludes that government incentives to enact sound policies are key to economic success. It also discusses the evidence on what happens after episodes of economic and political liberalizations, asking whether political liberalizations strengthen government incentives to enact sound economic policies. The answer is mixed. Most episodes of economic liberalizations are indeed preceded by political liberalizations. But the countries that have done better are those that have managed to open up the economy first, and only later have liberalized their political system.
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“...a wise and frugal Government which shall restrain men from injuring one another, which shall leave them otherwise free to regulate their own pursuits of industry and improvement, and shall not take from the mouth of labor the bread it has earned. This is the sum of good government, and this is necessary to close the circle of our own felicities”. (T. Jefferson, 1st Inaugural, 1801, Memorial Edition; 3:320).

1. Introduction
This is how Thomas Jefferson viewed the role of government in 1801. Is this minimalist view still relevant today? Or have we become wiser? This paper addresses this question, reviewing the recent literature on economic growth and on the role of the public sector in fostering economic development.

The central conclusion of this recent literature is that Jefferson was largely right. Not because a minimalist government is necessarily better than a big government. But because the key challenge for most developing countries is to create the basic legal and institutional infrastructures that protect property rights, enforce private contracts and allow individuals to freely take advantage of market opportunities. In principle there are many more things that governments could and should do: provide public goods, correct market failures, reduce inequalities in income and opportunities, stabilize excessive economic fluctuations. But these other government activities are not what makes the difference between success and failure in economic development. The real difference is made by the basic institutional and legal infrastructures that protect property rights, enforce the rule of law and prevent abuse by governments.

This conclusion raises another, more difficult, question. What can developing countries do to facilitate the emergence of these basic institutional infrastructures and more generally to create appropriate government incentives? The paper concludes with a general discussion of this question, reviewing some recent results on the effects of economic and political liberalizations.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses how history and institutions influence the current level of economic development. Section 3 reviews the recent empirical literature on how public policy affects economic growth. Section 4 discusses the effects of economic and political liberalizations on economic performance and policy outcomes. Section 5 summarizes and concludes

2. Institutions and economic development
The idea that institutions protecting property rights are key to economic development is not new. North (1981) has built his analysis of economic history on this premise. More recently, Hall and
Jones (1999) have shown the relevance of this idea in explaining contemporary differences in the level of economic development across countries.

At the core of the influential paper by Hall and Jones (1999) lies a startling correlation, depicted in Figure 1: countries with a better institutional environment have a much higher level of labor productivity. The vertical axis of Figure 1 measures output per worker ($LOGYL$) in 1988 – a similar correlation exists with regard to total factor productivity. The horizontal axis measures the quality of the institutional environment ($GADP$), at about the same point in time. The variable $GADP$ summarizes perceptions of structural policies and institutional environments encouraging the production of output rather than its diversion (through theft, corruption, litigation or expropriation).

![Figure 1 Labor productivity ($LOGYL$) and institutional quality ($GADP$)](image)

**Figure 1** Labor productivity ($LOGYL$) and institutional quality ($GADP$)

Source: Hall and Jones (1999)

Of course, reverse causation is a serious issue in interpreting Figure 1. Do better institutions and structural policies lead to more productivity, or does economic development lead to better policies and institutions? Hall and Jones (1999) argue that there is enough exogenous variation in structural policies and institutions to identify a causal link from institutional quality to productivity. They show that institutional quality is explained by historical and geographic features of countries (such

---

1 This variable has been compiled by Knack and Keefer (1995) using ICRG data. It is measured over the period 1986-95 and consists of a simple average of five indicators; two of which relate to the role of the government in protecting property rights against private diversion (law and order, and bureaucratic quality); the other three to the role of the government itself as a source of diversion (corruption, risk of expropriation and government repudiation of contracts). The variable $GADP$ varies from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating better policies (more protection of property rights). We return to this variable in sections 4 and 5 below.
as distance from the equator and percentage of the population speaking English or another European language. Moreover, these historical and geographic variables are valid instruments for institutional quality, in the sense that they influence economic development exclusively through their impact on institutions.

Although the instruments used by Hall and Jones (1999) are somewhat dubious, subsequent research has confirmed the validity and robustness of their basic insight. In particular, Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2001) have shown that the quality of institutions and structural policies as measured by $GADP$ is explained by the colonial history of countries. European colonizers pursued different objectives. Some colonies were exploited to extract resources; others were settled by European inhabitants who transplanted their economic and political institutions. This choice was strongly influenced by local conditions at the time of colonization, such as the hospitality of the local environment for European settlers and the density of the indigenous population. Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2001) argue that this pattern of colonization had long lasting and relevant implications. The colonies that were exploited for extractive purposes never developed adequate institutional infrastructures, while those that were settled by European colonizers developed much better institutions that persisted after independence. To test this idea, Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2001) collected data on the mortality rate of European settlers in the colonies between the 17th and 19th centuries and on the density of the indigenous population. The data are strongly supportive: as shown in Figure 2, the index of institutional quality and structural policies, $GADP$, is negatively correlated with settler’s mortality measured in logs, $\text{lmort}$: where settler’s mortality was higher, current institutions are worse. Similar results are obtained with the density of the indigenous population at the start of colonization. Moreover, these variables are valid instruments for institutional quality in the regressions where labor productivity is the dependent variable. Finally, the original instruments used by Hall and Jones (1999) loose explanatory power once local conditions at the time of colonization are controlled for, suggesting that their instruments, and in particular distance from the equator, really proxy for colonial history. More recent research by Easterly and Levine (2002) and by Rodrik, Subramanian and Trebbi (2002) further confirms the robustness of this link from colonial history to institutional infrastructures to current economic development. See also the discussion in Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2004).
Having established the relevance of a causal link from basic institutional infrastructures to economic development is only a first step. The next challenge is to gain a better understanding of what these good institutional features are, and how can countries deliberately acquire them. This means addressing several problems.

A first issue concerns the precise nature of formal institutions. The indexes of institutional quality used in the literature are averages of individual perceptions about the protection of property rights, the absence of corruption in the public sector, the respect of the rule of law. These perceptions in turn reflect of variety of formal features of institutions and structural policies, ranging from an independent and effective judiciary, to the quality of the bureaucracy, to the deeper constitutional features that guarantee basic political and civic rights, checks and balances on the executive, and generally well functioning democratic institutions. Which of these several features of formal institutions is responsible for the causal effects on economic development? Answering this question is particularly difficult, also because these institutional features are likely to be strongly correlated across countries. A recent paper by Acemoglu and Johnson (2003) suggests the primacy of political institutions. They contrast two sets of institutions: “contractual institutions” (technologies for enforcing private contracts) vs “property right institutions” (technologies for avoiding expropriation of private property by the government). “Contractual institutions” are measured by the index of legal formalism compiled by Djankov et alii (2003a, 2003b) and are instrumented by the country legal origin (whether French-civil-law or English-common-law).
“Property right institutions” are measured by perceptions of risk of government expropriation and by an index of constraints on the executive compiled by POLITY IV and are instrumented by colonial history as measured by settler’s mortality or density of indigenous population. Acemoglu and Johnson (2003) show that “property rights institutions” seem to be fundamental determinants of output and investment, while “contractual institutions” are of secondary importance. They interpret this finding as suggesting that investors cannot really escape the threat of government expropriation, while private transactions can be structured to overcome the deficiencies of the judiciary. But much more remains to be done to identify the separate effects of specific institutional provisions. Moreover, as remarked by Rodrik (2003), we should not take it for granted that there exist institutional blueprints that work well in all economic and social environments. If the effects of institutions are heterogeneous and depend on the environment, the task of identifying the causal effects of specific institutions becomes even more difficult.

A second problem concerns the distinction between formal legal or constitutional provisions vs informal habits and social norms. Real world institutions are shaped by both, and perceptions of institutional quality clearly reflect both formal and informal institutions. Yet, changing habits and social norms may be even more difficult and lengthy than enacting new legislation or reforming political institution. We still know very little about the relevance of this distinction for the effects of institutions on economic development. Note that if informal institutions matter, the effects of formal institutions is bound to be heterogeneous and depend on the overall environment, adding another layer of complexity.

Finally, even if we can identify the precise (formal or informal) institutional features that are most helpful for economic development, there is the question of how to acquire them. Institutions are largely a legacy of history: the age of democracy (i.e for how long a country has been democratic) is strongly correlated with the institutional infrastructures that promote economic development, as shown in Figure 3. But changing political institutions is very difficult, for obvious reasons.

We return to the question of how to acquire better institutional infrastructures in section 4. In the next section, we continue our review of the evidence on the role of the public sector in fostering economic development.

---

2 The age of democracy (AGE) is defined as the fraction of years between 1980 and 1800 for which the country has been a democracy in the sense of having had an uninterrupted string of positive values of the variable POLITY2 in the POLITY IV dataset (without subsequent reversals into autocracy).
Figure 3: Institutional quality (GADP) and age of democracy (AGE)
Both variables are the residuals of a regression on distance from the equator and a dummy variable for being a democracy in 1980. Source: Hall and Jones (1999), Persson and Tabellini (2003), Persson (2004), Polity IV.

3. Policies and growth
The view that the current level of economic development of a country is determined by its institutions is important and plausible. But it has the disturbing implication that economic development is largely a legacy of history. What can governments do to rid themselves of that legacy, besides engaging in deep and difficult institutional reform? What kind of economic policies are more likely to accelerate the process of economic development? Motivated by these questions, a large literature has studied the link between growth (rather than the level of development) and public policy (rather than institutions). This section briefly reviews its main insights.3

This line of research originates with the theories of endogenous growth formulated by Lucas and Romer in the mid 1980s. These theories imply that economic policy can easily have large effects on long run growth of income per capita, through individual decisions to accumulate physical or human capital. But when taking this implication to the data, several difficulties immediately arise.

First, over the period 1960-2000 for which data are available, the growth rate of developing countries has been far from stable. Easterly et alii (1993) point out that the correlation of economic growth across the decades 1960-69, 1970-79, 1980-88 for a large sample of countries is almost nil (it ranges from 0.1 to 0.3). Similarly low numbers apply to economic growth across successive 5-

year periods in the sample up to 1999 (Easterly 2003). This suggests that shocks have been an important determinant of economic performance. Of course, this could include policy shocks. But most observed policies and other country features tend to be much more stable than economic growth (Easterly et alii 1993, Easterly 2003). Hence, a large component of growth over the period 1960-2000 is likely to remain unexplained. Moreover, if good economic performance is a temporary phenomenon, the level of development reached at the end of this period is almost exclusively explained by the initial conditions. Indeed, Easterly (2003) points out that the correlation between per capita income in 1999 and in 1960 is close to 0.9. Our attempt to escape from the legacy of history is unlikely to take us very far away.

A second problem is that economic performance has deteriorated in the period 1980-2000, relative to the previous two decades. But economic policies have generally improved in the later period. Easterly (2001) and Rodrik (2003) point out that in the 1980s and onwards several developing countries adhered more closely to the so called “Washington consensus” of good policies (fiscal discipline, competitive currencies, privatization and deregulation, trade and financial liberalization). Yet, this did not prevent a decline in their growth rate.

Finally, there is an important methodological problem. We are interested in the growth effects of economic policies. But economic policy itself is endogenous. When estimating regressions of growth on policy variables, we assume that variations in policy are random, as if they were due to new discoveries about policy consequences or to random experimentation. This assumption is generally untenable. Variation in policies (across countries or over time) is more likely to reflect different incentives of governments, rather than different information. But government incentives in turn are shaped by institutions (mainly political institutions). Even rigorous policy analysis, therefore, cannot avoid to take into account institutional determinants of government choices.

With these general caveats in mind, we now review the main conclusions of the existing literature on the growth effects of specific government policies.

3.1 Macroeconomic policy
A stable macroeconomic environment, with low and predictable inflation, a sustainable budget balance, and a stable and competitive currency, is widely believed to be one of the ingredients of economic success. Policy-induced macroeconomic uncertainty interferes with price signals of

---

4 According to Easterly and Levine (2002), however, the instability is greater for total factor productivity growth than for capital deepening.
relative scarcity inducing misallocation of resources, and might discourage private investments. Moreover, a distorted foreign exchange market in the form of a high black market exchange premium acts as a tax on exporters and induces the expectation of future depreciation, with negative effects on investment and on the allocation of resources.

Several papers have asked whether these priors are indeed consistent with the data. Fischer (1991, 1993), in particular, estimated cross sectional or panel regressions where the dependent variable is either the growth of per capita income, or its components obtained from a growth accounting exercise (capital deepening or total factor productivity); the macroeconomic policy environment is measured by the rate or the variability of inflation, the government budget surplus in percent of GDP, the black market exchange premium. His findings support the priors summarized above: inflation, budget deficits and a distorted exchange rate market all reduce growth; the effects operate through both lower investment and lower total factor productivity growth.

Can we interpret these empirical correlations as causal, and infer that a better and more stable macroeconomic environment would bring about more rapid growth? Unfortunately the answer is no, or at least not in all circumstances.

First, according to Easterly (2003), such empirical results are largely due to extreme observations. Once these extreme observations are removed from the sample, the effect of macroeconomic policies becomes statistically insignificant. This is confirmed by the simple plot of average growth of gdp per capita against the log of average inflation ($\log$) depicted in Figure 4 below. The extreme observations reflect instances of very bad policies (such as inflation rates or black market premia in excess of 35%, or budget deficits greater than 12% of GDP). Several observations can be classified as extreme in this sense. Thus, Easterly (2003) is not pointing out a statistical fragility. Rather, the interpretation is that very bad macroeconomic policies can be very harmful to growth, but in a more moderate range the effect of the macroeconomic policy environment on growth seems negligible. To put it more bluntly, a very bad and unsustainable macroeconomic environment almost certainly kills growth; but sound macroeconomic policies do not seem to guarantee a satisfactory growth performance.5

Second, the instances of very bad macroeconomic policies are not random, but probably reflect deeper failures of the institutional environment. Using the settler’s mortality variable discussed in

---

5 Fischer (1993) too finds evidence of non-linear effects of inflation, but according to his estimates even low inflation rates hurt economic growth.
the previous section, Acemoglu et alii (2003) argue that colonial history is responsible for weak political institutions, and that these in turn induce unstable macroeconomic policies and a low and volatile growth performance. Moreover, once they control for the effects of political institutions, macroeconomic policy appears to have only a negligible impact on the mean and volatility of economic growth. In other words, weak political institutions seem to be the ultimate cause of unstable and disappointing growth, while poor macroeconomic policy is only a symptom. Suppressing the symptom without curing the ultimate cause is unlikely to lead to lasting improvements.\(^6\)

\[ \text{Figure 4: gdp per capita growth and log of inflation (country averages for 1960-1999)} \]
Source: Global Development Finance & World Development Indicators, World bank database.

3.2 Public goods and redistribution
Public spending is a crucial policy tool. Governments can use it to overcome market failures and accelerate development. Or they can abuse it and create additional distortions. At an abstract level, we can distinguish between three kinds of public spending: general public goods (spending that benefits all or a large number of citizens); targeted redistribution (spending that benefits a few citizens); rents for politicians (spending that benefits no-one except the politicians or their close friends). Public spending is more likely to be counter-productive as we move from the first to the last category. Useful government spending typically takes the form of public goods that benefit

\(^6\) Hamann and Prati (2002) also find an effect of political institutions on the probability that inflation stabilizations will fail. But while a more open and competitive electoral competition reduces the probability of failure, additional checks and balances on the executive (typical of better democracies) increase the probability of failure.
many citizens and that would otherwise be under-provided due to free rider problems or other market failures. Examples are security against external or internal threats, transportation, communication or urban infrastructures, general public services such as education and health, safety nets for the poor or against natural disasters. In principle, targeted redistribution can also remedy market failures. But more often, its true motivation is to provide benefits to powerful groups. Finally, rents for politicians are clearly counter-productive, as they introduce tax distortions at the voters’ expenses.

It is generally very difficult for external observers (citizens or analysts) to tell the difference between productive vs counterproductive spending. Transportation infrastructures can remedy market failures, but they can also be a vehicle for corruption or for providing benefits to a geographic constituency. Spending in education can offer a valuable service to many poor households, or it can be an instrument of clientelism to pay higher wages to a selected group of public employees.

Nevertheless, selective redistribution for political purposes is easier with some types of public spending than others. Several studies have pointed out that public employment is a particularly efficient instrument to achieve targeted redistribution. First, the redistributive benefits are very evident to those that are hired as public employees, but they are less visible to citizens at large (Alesina, Baqir and Easterly 2001, Coate and Morris 1995). Second, public employment is less easily reversed in the future compared to other more fungible forms of redistribution; this makes it more valuable to the beneficiaries because its persistence over time is particularly credible (Robinson and Verdier 2002a, b). Third, public employment helps to maintain the coherence of the group of beneficiaries and thus their future political power, further enhancing the credibility that the transfer will last over time (Acemoglu and Robinson 2001).

What does the evidence say about the growth effects of alternative types of public spending, or about the effects of overall spending in general? The answer is that there is no robust link between the size or composition of public spending and economic growth. Easterly and Rebelo (1993), in particular, estimate panel or cross country regressions controlling for initial per capita income and a few other variables. They find that the share of public investment in transport and communication is robustly and positively correlated with growth. But the link between growth and most other variables is very fragile. In particular, growth is not robustly correlated with spending in education or health. In some specifications growth appears negatively correlated with public employment.
expressed in percentage of total government spending; this is consistent with the idea that public employment often has the purpose of targeting benefits to special constituencies, rather than providing public goods.

The finding that public spending in education is not helpful for growth might appear surprising. One possible reason has already been suggested: measurement error. What is coded as spending in education might in reality be higher wages for public employees with no improvement in the quality of the public service. But there is more than that. Several careful studies were not even able to find a robust correlation between human capital accumulation (measured as educational attainments in terms of years in school) and subsequent economic growth – see the references quoted by Easterly (2001). The point is that differences in economic growth, like differences in the level of economic development, are largely due to differences in total factor productivity. The precise estimates depend on the sample of countries and the time period: the variation in growth due to total factor productivity ranges from 90% according to Klenow and Rodriguez-Clare (1997), to 60% according to Easterly and Levine (2001). In any case, accumulation of physical or human capital, and a fortiori in human capital alone, plays only a secondary role in explaining both growth and the level of development.

Several studies, such as Easterly and Rebelo (1993) and Slemrod (1995), document that growth is also not robustly correlated with the overall size of government, nor with various measures of tax rates, including the ratio between tax revenues and GDP. The main statistical reason for this fragility is a collinearity problem: fiscal policy is strongly correlated with initial per capita income (richer countries tend to collect more revenue and spend more), also one of the determinants of growth. But the general reason for lack of clear cut results is that, as argued above, public spending can be productive or counterproductive, depending on the political purposes of governments. In other words, public spending too is endogenous. To understand the growth effects of public spending, we first have to identify its determinants.

This takes us to the large and rapidly growing literature on political economics, that studies how governments allocate spending among alternative uses. In all political systems, governments have strong incentives to under-provide public goods that benefit all, in order to target powerful groups or to appropriate rents for themselves. Targeted benefits are a more efficient instrument to win the election compared to general public goods. A politician only needs the support of a majority to

---

7 See Persson and Tabellini (2000).
remain in power; in fact, the support of relatively small pivotal groups of supporters is often what is needed. Providing benefits to all is thus a waste for the politician.

Although the incentives for targeted redistribution or political rents are always present, their strength varies with the economic and political features of a country. In particular, rent extraction is discouraged if voters are generally well informed and “mobile” among alternative political candidates. Voters’ “mobility” (or “responsiveness”) refers to their willingness to reward good policies with their vote. Accurate information about the policy consequences is of course a precondition for mobility. But a high participation rate in elections, a lack of ideological extremism, a low identification with ethnic groups, are all features that increase voters’ mobility. If voters are very mobile, they are more likely to punish a corrupt incumbent, and hence the incentives to appropriate political rents go down. Conversely, political incentives for selective targeting are stronger if voters are strongly attached to parties or candidates, in the sense that their willingness to reward a politician for a favour received depends on the identity of the politician. Clearly, this kind of voters’ behaviour fosters clientelism, where each politician only wants to provide benefits to “his” voters. As pointed out by Keefer and Khemany (2003), the evidence suggests that targeting and corruption are particularly pronounced in developing countries, where voters are often poorly informed and attached to specific candidates along ethnic lines. For instance, Foster and Rosenzweig (2001) and Pande (2003) have shown that enhanced political rights of disadvantaged groups in India did not give rise to improvements in broad welfare services or education helping the poor, but rather to selective targeting towards these groups through access to public jobs or other targeted transfers.

Political institutions are another important determinant of the quality of government, and in particular of politicians’ incentives to appropriate rents and target powerful groups. Clearly, more open and competitive elections and stronger checks and balances on the executive tend to reduce abuse of power by politicians. This in turn implies that democracies ought to exhibit less corruption by public officials compared to non-democracies. Confining the analysis to democracies, Persson, Trebbi and Tabellini (2003) have shown that small details of electoral rules have strong effects on the incentives to appropriate political rents.

---

8 These results are discussed more in detail in Persson and Tabellini (1999, 2000) and Persson, Roland and Tabellini (2003) with reference to models of probabilistic voting.

9 Keefer (2002) finds that corruption falls as democracies age. Persson and Tabellini (2003), Persson, Tabellini and Trebbi (2003) confine their analysis to a sample of democracies. They find that corruption is not significantly correlated with indicators of the quality or age of democracy in cross country data, after controlling for education of the population and for per capita income. A possible reason is collinearity between income and democracy indicators.
Recent research has also asked how alternative democratic institutions shape the incentives to target redistribution to influential groups of voters. Majoritarian electoral rules typically provide stronger incentives to target redistribution, compared to proportional elections, for several reasons. First, under plurality rule the incumbent needs to please a smaller coalition of voters (half the voters in half the districts) compared to proportional elections (half the voters in the whole population). Hence, public goods are more of a political “waste” under plurality rule than under proportional elections. Second, the incentives for geographic targeting are also stronger under majoritarian elections, as the incumbent is particularly keen to win electoral support in the pivotal districts where the race is closest.\textsuperscript{10} Finally, in parliamentary democracies electoral rules also influence fiscal policy through their effect on the party system. Proportional elections typically lead to fragmented party systems and coalition governments, which in turn tend to spend more than single party majorities. This contributes to explain why proportional-parliamentary democracies tend to have bigger size of governments compared to other types of democracies. Fiscal policy also differs systematically between presidential vs parliamentary regimes: the presidential form of government is associated with smaller governments but also smaller public goods provision.\textsuperscript{11} Not much is known yet, on the other hand, on how political institutions shape fiscal policy in non-democracies, although according to Mulligan and Sala-I-Martin (2004) cross-country comparisons suggest that fiscal policy does not systematically differ between democracies and non-democracies.

These effects of institutions on fiscal policy suggest another important channel through which institutions can influence economic performance. We return to this issue in section 4, when discussing the effects of economic and political liberalizations on policy outcomes.

3.3 Trade policies and openness
A large literature has explored the impact of international trade and trade policies on growth. In theory, the effect can go either way (Lucas 1988, Grossman and Helpman 1991). The evidence is also mixed. Several historical studies suggest a positive effect of tariffs on growth for the period before World War I (Helpman 2004). But for the second post-war period, the evidence generally suggests a positive effect of free trade and trade volume on growth.

A problem with the early empirical literature on trade and growth was the failure to recognize the endogeneity of trade volume. Frankel and Romer (1999) propose a methodology to overcome this

\textsuperscript{10} Lizzeri and Persico (2000) and Persson and Tabellini (1999) discuss these points.
They estimate a gravity model of bilateral trade flows, where bilateral trade depends on bilateral distances among countries and other geographic features (such as being landlocked or being neighboring countries). The predicted trade flows are then used as instruments for observed trade volumes, in a regression where the dependent variable is the level of income per capita. Larger trade volumes are associated with higher levels of income per capita, mainly through TFP. But the result is not very robust: the effect of openness disappears when the regression also includes measures of the quality of institutions (Rodrik, Subramanian and Trebbi 2002 and Dollar and Kraay 2003). Once more, when trying to explain cross country differences in income levels, the primacy of institutions emerges as a general finding.

Alesina, Spolaore and Wacziarg (2003) apply the Frankel and Romer (1999) methodology to study the link between trade and growth (as opposed to income levels). They find that more open countries on average grow faster, controlling also for country size. But size and trade interact: smaller countries benefit more from trade, while the beneficial effect of trade tends to vanish for countries as large as France.

Several papers have also investigated the effect of trade policy (as opposed to trade volumes) on economic growth. Sachs and Werner (1995) in particular construct a widely used indicator of trade liberalizations. A country is considered as closed to international trade if one of the following conditions is satisfied: (i) average tariffs exceed 40%; (ii) non-tariff barriers cover more than 40% of its imports; (iii) it has a socialist economic system; (iv) the black market premium on the exchange rate exceeds 20%; (v) much of its exports are controlled by a state monopoly. Sachs and Werner (1995) show that this indicator of openness is positively correlated with economic growth in the period 1970-89. The effect is very large and robust: trade liberalization increases average growth by as much as 2%. Figure 5 illustrates the pattern in the data that gives rise to this finding. The vertical axis measures average growth between 1960-1998, the horizontal axis measures the fraction of years between 1950 and 1994 that the country has been open according to the definition of Sachs and Werner (1995). Both variables are the residuals of a regression against the log of per capita income in 1960 and a dummy variable for socialist legal origin. Thus, the figure depicts the partial correlation between average growth and years of being open, after controlling for initial per capita income and for socialist legal origin. Clearly, the correlation is very strong and robust. It remains strong if the variable yearsopen is treated as endogenous with the same instrument as in Frankel and Romer (1999).
Wacziarg and Welch (2003) update the Sachs and Werner index of trade liberalizations for the 1990s. The cross-sectional correlations are weaker for the 1990s. But the time series variation in the data reveals very robust effects: episodes of trade liberalizations are followed by an increased trade volume, faster growth and an acceleration of investment. These findings are confirmed by Giavazzi and Tabellini (2004) with a difference-in-difference estimation that also compares countries that underwent trade liberalizations with those that did not over the same period. Finally, Ben David (2000) documents how trade liberalizations and trade integration accelerate income convergence.

4. Economic and political liberalizations
Trade liberalizations seem to play an important role in accelerating economic development. Perhaps this is the only positive and robust finding discussed in the previous section. But what is the channel through which this happens? Opening up the economy changes both private and government incentives. On the one hand, trade liberalizations remove economic distortions and create new opportunities for the private sector. On the other hand, opening up the economy acts as a discipline device on governments, because it increases the cost of pursuing inefficient policies. Which of these two channels is more important?
Giavazzi and Tabellini (2004) address this question by comparing macroeconomic policies and structural policies before and after episodes of trade liberalizations, also taking into account what happened in countries that did not liberalize. This difference-in-difference estimation reveals that the process of trade liberalization is accompanied by overall macroeconomic improvements (lower inflation and lower budget deficit), while the liberalization itself may also be triggered by a bad or unsustainable macroeconomic situation. Moreover, trade liberalizations are also associated or followed by improvements in structural policies and institutional infrastructures (such as better protection of property rights and lower corruption – the same institutional indicators discussed in section 2). This contributes to explain why trade liberalizations induce better economic performance: on average, a more open economic environment is accompanied by a generalized improvement in economic policies and other institutions.

Of course, this pattern of correlations cannot establish that the direction of causality runs from trade liberalizations to better macroeconomic and structural policies. Although the data suggest that a regime open to international trade is an important ingredient of a successful reform package, it could be that trade reforms tend to be accompanied by more comprehensive reforms, simply because a reform minded government acts on several dimensions at once. But this remark does not diminish our interest in these episodes of economic reform. On the contrary, whether they are pure trade reforms of more generalized economic liberalizations, we would like to know what triggers them.

A plausible conjecture is that more open and democratic political institutions facilitate the decision of governments to liberalize their economy. The benefits of international trade typically accrue to citizens at large: consumers, new producers who find profit opportunities in the liberalized sectors, but also owners of factors of production employed in export oriented sectors. The opponents of liberalizations, instead, are typically large incumbent producers in the import competing sectors. Political reforms that improve democratic institutions expand the number of citizens included in the winning political coalition: almost by definition, a democratic government has to rely on the support of many citizens, while an autocratic government can rule against the will of the majority. Hence, when a country becomes democratic, the political influence of those who benefit from international trade is likely to increase, at the expenses of the large incumbent firms in the economy.

12 Wacziarg and Welch (2003) focus on a subset of 21 countries; they point that of these, 7 are exclusively trade reformers (Bolivia, El Salvador, Ghana, Kenya, Morocco, Trinidad&Tobago, Uruguay), while 14 are comprehensive reformers (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala, Hungary, Mexico, New Zealand, Paraguay, Poland, Spain, Sri Lanka).
But the direction of causation could also go the other way, from international openness to democracy. A more open economy increases the returns from engaging in productive activities, as opposed to political rent seeking. It also exposes the ruling class to more competition, because it facilitates comparisons with what happens in other countries. Moreover, a more open international environment increases the cost of inefficient policies, and this in turn makes citizens more demanding and less tolerant of corrupt and unaccountable leaders.

Motivated by these arguments, Giavazzi and Tabellini (2004) study what happens once a country becomes a democracy, focusing in particular on the interactions and the feedback effects between economic and political liberalizations. A cursory look at episodes of trade liberalizations reveals that they are often preceded by democratic reforms, rather than the other way around. This is confirmed by more careful statistical analysis. Although Giavazzi and Tabellini (2004) cannot rule out that feedback effects go both ways, democratization imparts a significant boost to trade reforms. They estimate that already 4 years after having become a democracy, the probability of being open to international trade is about 30 percentage points higher than before democratization.

If this was the end of the story, it would be a very happy ending. We would have a simple and appealing lesson to preach to countries around the world: become a democracy! Once democratic institutions were in place, citizens would have the carrot and the stick with which to induce their governments to enact better policies and to build appropriate institutional infrastructures. But unfortunately, the world is not so simple. Despite the positive association with subsequent economic liberalizations, Giavazzi and Tabellini (2004) also find that on average transitions to democracy are not followed by significant growth accelerations nor by large improvements in economic policies. Why is that so and how can it be consistent with the positive association between democratization and economic liberalization?

Giavazzi and Tabellini (2004) suggest that the answer has to do with the sequence of reforms. They find that opening up the economy first and then becoming a democracy gives better results than the opposite sequence. Countries that first liberalize the economy, and then make the transition to a democracy, do better, in terms of growth, investment, trade volume and macro policies, than those that adopt the two reforms in the reverse order. There are two possible interpretations of this finding. One possibility is that economic liberalizations enacted first are more effective. “Dictators” are less likely to open up the economy. But when they do it, like Pinochet in Chile, they crush whoever opposes the reforms and hence economic liberalization is more pervasive and complete. A
liberalizing democracy, instead, is bogged down by veto players and it is forced to compromise or
to compensate the losers. The other possibility is that the “good” sequence (open the economy first
and become a democracy second) produces better democracies. An open and competitive economy
constrains democratic populism and makes it less likely that redistributive conflicts end up with
inefficient policies. Moreover, the sequence economic liberalization followed by political
liberalization might indicate the presence of a controlled and pre-planned liberalization enacted by a
far sighted leader. When democratization comes first, instead, it is more likely to be unexpected and
result from violent struggles or collapses of state authority. As such, it is more likely to be
associated with economic disruptions and redistributive struggles.

5. Concluding remarks

This paper reviewed a large body of empirical research that asked what kind of economic policies
are more conducive to economic growth. In the end, we are left with the conviction that this is not
the right question. At a general level, it is quite clear what kind of economic policies are good for
growth: a stable macroeconomic environment, generalised access to the world economy, protection
of individual property rights, spending in public goods that provide benefit to all. The really crucial
question is why don’t governments pursue these sound policies. Lack of knowledge may be part of
the answer. Sound economic principles do not translate precisely into unique policy packages, but
need to be adapted to the specific economic and social realities, as argued for instance by Rodrik
(2003). But lack of incentives is bound to be much more important. This is suggested by the finding
in the literature that bad economic policies are generally associated with institutional failures,
particularly failure of political institutions.

But what can be done to give the right incentives to the governments of developing countries, short
of waiting until they become mature democracies? A practical conclusion of this analysis is that
there are beneficial complementarities from political and economic liberalization. Political
liberalization facilitates opening up the economy to international competition, probably because
democracy increases the political influence of those that are more likely to benefit from
international integration. But economic liberalization seems a necessary step towards economic
success: without it, new democracies do not prosper.

The detailed interactions and feedbacks between economic and political liberalizations are still not
well understood, however. Moreover, while economic liberalizations have been extensively
studied, less is known about political liberalizations and episodes of transition towards democracy. Which specific features of democratic institutions are more likely to promote sound economic policies? And how do they interact with local conditions and with specific features of the economic and social environment, such as inequality, media diffusion, structure of property rights? Making progress in answering these questions is essential, if we want to offer valuable advice to many countries that are not developing.
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